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Neuromyelitis optica is an autoimmune inflammatory disorder targeting aquaporin-4 water channels in CNS astro-
cytes. Histopathological descriptions of astrocytic lesions reported in neuromyelitis optica so far have emphasized
a characteristic loss of aquaporin-4, with deposition of IgG and complement and lysis of astrocytes, but sublytic
reactions have been underappreciated.
We performed a multi-modality study of 23 neuromyelitis optica autopsy cases (clinically and/or pathologically
confirmed; 337 tissue blocks). By evaluating astrocytic morphology, immunohistochemistry and AQP4 RNA tran-
scripts, and their associations with demyelinating activity, we documented a spectrum of astrocytopathy in add-
ition to complement deposition, microglial reaction, granulocyte infiltration and regenerating activity.
Within advanced demyelinating lesions, and in periplaque areas, there was remarkable hypertrophic astrogliosis, more
subtle than astrocytic lysis. A degenerative component was suggested by ‘dystrophic’ morphology, cytoplasmic vacuol-
ation, Rosenthal fibres and associated stress protein markers. The abundance of AQP4 mRNA transcripts in sublytic re-
active astrocytes devoid of aquaporin-4 protein supported in vivo restoration following IgG-induced aquaporin-4 endo-
cytosis/degradation. Astrocytic alterations extending beyond demyelinating lesions speak to astrocytopathy being an
early and primary event in the evolving neuromyelitis optica lesion. Focal astrocytopathy observed without aquaporin-4
loss or lytic complement component deposition verifies that astrocytic reactions in neuromyelitis optica are not solely
dependent on IgG-mediated aquaporin-4 loss or lysis by complement or by IgG-dependent leucocyte mediators.
We conclude that neuromyelitis optica reflects a global astrocytopathy, initiated by binding of IgG to aquaporin-4 and
not simply definable by demyelination and astrocytic lysis. The spectrum of astrocytic morphological changes in neuro-
myelitis optica attests to the complexity of factors influencing the range of astrocytic physiological responses to a tar-
geted attack by aquaporin-4-specific IgG. Sublytic astrocytic reactions are no doubt an important determinant of the
lesion’s evolution and potential for repair. Pharmacological manipulation of the astrocytic stress response may offer
new avenues for therapeutic intervention.
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Introduction
Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) is a disabling CNS inflammatory auto-
immune disease, characterized by recurrent severe attacks of optic
neuritis and transverse myelitis.1 A serum autoantibody specific
for aquaporin-4 water channel (AQP4) aids the distinction of NMO
from other CNS demyelinating diseases.2 AQP4 is the principal
CNS water channel, and is expressed predominantly in astrocytes.
Astrocytopathic features recognized in NMO include cytolysis and
clasmatodendrosis, as well as AQP4 loss.1,3 AQP4-specific IgG is
acknowledged to be the primary driver of NMO neuropathology.4,5

The range of astrocyte reactions occurring in NMO is incompletely
characterized, beyond loss of AQP4 and cytolysis. Knowledge of
sublytic reactions, the frequency of astrocytic morphological dif-
ferences and their relationship to demyelinating lesions represent
a particular void.

The classic astrocytic reaction, termed ‘reactive astrogliosis’,
‘reactive gliosis’ or ‘gliosis’, manifests as a proliferation of hyper-
trophic astrocytes with upregulated glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP) immunoreactivity.6–9 Does ‘hypertrophic’ morphological
change always happen during astrocytic reactions? Astrogliosis
is considered a nonspecific, chronic reaction to a wide variety
of insults. Most observations are based on CNS diseases that
do not selectively target astrocytes. Little is known about the
spectrum of astrocytic reactions occurring in primary astrocyto-
pathies, which reflect both the initial astrocytic response and sec-
ondary cellular interactions of astrocytes undergoing lethal
stress.

NMO provides a unique opportunity to observe the astrocytic
response to a cell-specific attack. The best-studied of the few iden-
tified primary astrocytic disorders is Alexander disease, a genetic
disorder that presents clinically as a leukoencephalopathy.8 Most
cases are due to GFAP gene mutations. Similarities and differences
in the astrocyte reactions of Alexander disease and NMO remain
to be addressed. Until now, models of autoimmune astrocytopathy
induced in experimental animals by injecting AQP4-IgG only partly
recapitulate histopathological features of NMO.1,3,10–13 Human
astrocytes are more complex and diverse than rodents’.14 The dir-
ect study of human CNS tissues is invaluable for defining subtle
pathological features of NMO. To record the spectrum and fre-
quency of astrocyte pathology in NMO, we present here findings
gained from a systematic histopathological, immunohistochemi-
cal and molecular biological study of astrocytes in brain, spinal
cord and optic nerve tissues obtained from autopsied NMO
patients.

Material and methods
Study design and series

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN (IRB 2067–99). Inclusion criteria were:
(i) clinical and pathological diagnosis of NMO or NMOSD and no
evidence of an alternative diagnosis; and (ii) available archival tis-
sue for pathological analysis. Twenty-three autopsy cases met the
inclusion criteria and 337 tissue blocks were included. The mean
number of blocks per case was 15.9 (range 4–36). Table 1 provides

demographics for the patient cohort. For simplicity, we use the ter-
minology NMO throughout this communication.

Histochemistry

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 5-mm thick sections were
stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Luxol fast blue and
periodic acid Schiff (LFB/PAS) for myelin, and modified
Bielschowsky silver for axons. Immunohistochemistry was per-
formed with the avidin–biotin-complex method,13 using primary
antibodies specific for GFAP (1:100, DAKO), neurofilament protein
(1:800, steam antigen retrieval with citric acid buffer pH 6.0,
DAKO), AQP4 (1:250, Sigma-Aldrich), myelin proteolipid protein
(PLP) (1:500, Serotec), myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG)
(1:1000, Abcam), myelin-oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG)
(1:1000, Abcam), CD68 KP1 (1:100, DAKO), C9neo (monoclonal B7
and polyclonal, 1:200, from Professor Paul Morgan, Cardiff, UK) and
Alpha-B-crystallin (1:1000, Millipore).

Histopathological evaluation

To evaluate histopathological features of NMO lesions and their
associations, we reviewed stained tissue sections using an
Olympus BX51 microscope with special attention to: tissue de-
struction, demyelinating activity, complement product deposition,
AQP4 immunoreactivity, microglial reaction, granulocyte infiltra-
tion and astrocyte morphology. Specific astrocyte morphological
changes evaluated or graded were: (i) cell body profile: (a) normal,
unremarkable change in cellular size; (b) hypertrophic, increased
size of cell bodies and (c) dystrophic, decreased or variable cellular
size with irregular configuration and decreased finely branching
processes; (ii) bipolar or unipolar morphology; (iii) nucleus, single
or multiple nuclei; (iv) lysis, loss of astrocytes, astrocytic fragments
present and/or GFAP-positive debris within or outside macro-
phages; and (v) Rosenthal fibres, mild [one to two/high-power
microscopic field (HPF)], moderate (three to nine/HPF) and marked
(510/HPF).

The following four stages of demyelinating activity were
defined based on myelin debris within macrophages15: (i) early ac-
tive demyelination, myelin debris within macrophages immunor-
eactive for both minor (MOG, MAG) and major myelin proteins
(PLP); (ii) late active demyelination, macrophages immunoreactive
for major myelin proteins only; (iii) inactive demyelination, ab-
sence of myelin-laden macrophages; and (iv) periplaque white
matter, which is non-demyelinated white matter around a demye-
linating plaque.

To specify the topographic association and frequency of these
pathological features of NMO, we classified the aforementioned
for each block. We coded each feature (e.g. demyelination, AQP4
loss, astrocyte abnormality) and defined the region of interest with
a combination of codes. We recorded regions of interest with the
same combination of features only once per tissue block, to avoid
repeatedly recording small lesions with the same pathological fea-
tures. Subsequently, the frequencies of pathological features were
calculated to reflect the percentage of blocks and patients for
whom a given abnormality was found. In total, we analysed 337
blocks from 23 CNS autopsies and classified 1048 regions of inter-
est. The number of regions of interest for each specific
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pathological feature is 51048 because: (i) the specific pathological
feature was sometimes lacking; (ii) regions of interest were some-
times lacking due to exhaustion of tissue blocks; and (iii) limited
availability of unstained sections. The actual number of regions of
interest analysed for any specific pathological feature is listed in
the ’Results’ section.

In situ hybridization

PCR was performed targeting human AQP4 mRNA sequences with
upstream primer 50-gcatgagtgacagacccaca-30 and downstream pri-
mer 50-catggccagaaattccgctg-30. The 137-basepair PCR product was
subcloned into the pGEM-T vector (Promega) and confirmed by
DNA sequencing and BLAST in the NCBI database. The plasmid
was then amplified by transformation into the JM109 High-
Efficiency Competent Cells (Promega). The extracted and purified
plasmid was then linearized with NcoI or SalI and subsequently
used for in vitro RNA transcription with Sp6 or T7 RNA polymerase
to generate antisense or sense probes, respectively. The RNA probe
was labelled with digoxigenin with the DIG RNA labelling kit (Roche).
The sequence of the sense probe is 50-gcatgagtgacagacccacagca
aggcggtggggtaagtgtggacct ttgtgtaccagagagaacatcatggt ggctttcaaagggg
tctggactcaagcttt ctggaaagcagtcacagcggaatttctggccatg-30. In situ hy-
bridization followed a previously described method.16 Specificity
for the in situ hybridization study was controlled by comparing hy-
bridization with antisense and sense probes in both NMO tissue
and normal CNS control tissue. The colour reaction developed
with NBT/BCIP system (Promega) appeared purple-blue when tis-
sue sections yielded positive RNA signals. To confirm that the
detected AQP4 mRNA resided in astrocytes, we subsequently
stained for GFAP immunoreactivity using DAB substrate (Sigma);
GFAP signals appeared brown.

Data availability

More detailed data are provided in the Supplementary material.
The original pathology slides and clinical information that support
findings in this study are available from the corresponding author
on reasonable request.

Results
Classic astrocyte pathology in neuromyelitis optica

Consistent with previous reports of NMO pathology, including
our own,3,13,17 the present group of NMO autopsies exhibited

classical features of astrocytopathy, including astrocytic lysis
(Supplementary Fig. 1), AQP4 loss, hypertrophic and ‘dystrophic’
astrocytes (Supplementary Fig. 2), cytoplasmic vacuolation
(Supplementary Fig. 3), variable nuclear number and morph-
ology, and bipolar/unipolar astrocytes (Supplementary Fig. 4).
Astrocytopathy was more severe in demyelinating lesions.
However, evidence of astrocytopathy extended beyond demyeli-
nating lesions (Supplementary Fig. 5). The Supplementary mater-
ial summarizes detailed semi-qualitative analysis of these
classic astrocytopathies, including relationships to lesional
stage.

Rosenthal fibres: evidence of astrocyte stress in
neuromyelitis optica

Rosenthal fibres, seen by H&E staining as eosinophilic rod-
shaped protein-aggregates in astrocytic processes, have been
reported in Alexander disease, a variety of reactive and neo-
plastic disorders (e.g. astrocytoma) and occasionally in multiple
sclerosis.18,19 They contain GFAP, ubiquitin, a-B-crystallin and
heat shock proteins. We found Rosenthal fibres in 96% of NMO
cases (22/23), in both lesional and non-lesional areas. In 52% of
cases (12/23) Rosenthal fibres were located in foci of moderate
or marked high-density (Fig. 1). Semi-quantitative analyses
revealed most Rosenthal fibres were typically scattered
throughout in a low-density pattern (78%), but 22% occurred
in moderate and marked high-density patterns (Fig. 1).
Immunohistochemically, they were a-B-crystallin-positive and
variably positive for GFAP (Fig. 2). Rosenthal fibres were located
mainly in processes or peripheral regions of astrocytes, and oc-
casionally in perinuclear cytoplasm. Most regions with evi-
dence of Rosenthal fibre deposition also showed gliosis, and the
fibres tended to occur in highest density in regions with more
severe astrogliosis (Fig. 1N). Regions with Rosenthal fibres
showed both well-preserved astrocytes (74%, 114/154) and
astrocytic lysis (26%, 40/154). Rosenthal fibres were distributed
in subpial, perivascular and subependymal regions, as well as
in white and grey matter (Fig. 1), in lesions of all stages, and in
both the centre and periphery of lesions. They also extended
beyond areas of demyelination (Fig. 2), but were more abundant
in demyelinated lesions than in non-demyelinated areas.
Rosenthal fibres were observed more frequently in inactive
demyelinating lesions (32%, 35/109) than in active lesions (16%,
31/198) (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Emperipolesis: astrocytes containing plasma cells
and neutrophils

Astrocytes occasionally showed unusual ‘engulfment’ of periph-
eral immune cells. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate examples of plasma
cells or neutrophils enclosed within astrocytic cytoplasm.
Immunohistochemistry revealed single astrocytes incorporating
multiple plasma cells (characterized by cartwheel nuclei and an
apparently intact plasma membrane surrounded by GFAP-immu-
noreactive cytoplasm). Engulfed neutrophils also were observed.
Figure 4 illustrates GFAP-positive astrocytes in a spinal cord lesion
containing intact intracytoplasmic neutrophils, consistent with
emperipolesis.

Dissociation of AQP4 mRNA expression and AQP4
protein loss in sublytic reactive astrocytes

In situ hybridization revealed AQP4 mRNA transcripts in both nor-
mal control and NMO patient CNS tissues (Fig. 5). Simultaneous

Table 1 Clinical demographics

Characteristic Summary

Number of subjects 23
Sex, male:female 2:21
Age at symptom onset, years 49 (12–73)
Age at death, years 52 (16–80)
Diagnosis, n (%)

NMO 18 (78%)
NMO spectrum disorder 5 (22%)

AQP4-IgG serostatus, positive: negativea 9:0
Number of clinical attacks 3 (2–7)
Disease duration, months 36 (8–240)

Values shown are median (range); age of symptom onset and disease duration

missing for one patient; number of clinical attacks missing for two patients; AQP4-

IgG serology missing for 14 patients.
aSera available for testing in nine patients. Other subjects either lacked sera or pre-

ceded the availability of serological testing.
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staining for GFAP confirmed that the AQP4 mRNA was expressed
by GFAP-immunoreactive astrocytes. Astrocytes within demyeli-
nating lesions were devoid of AQP4 immunoreactivity but showed
intense AQP4 mRNA signals (Fig. 5). This indicated preservation of

AQP4 mRNA transcription, and its apparent upregulation, in react-
ive astrocytes. Furthermore, within myelin-preserved lesions, AQP4
mRNA signal intensity in reactive astrocytes lacking AQP4 protein
was greater than in astrocytes residing in normal-appearing white

Figure 1 Distribution of Rosenthal fibres in NMO. (A–C) Rosenthal fibres (RFs) in subpial (A, non-lesion area), perivascular parenchyma (B, within an
active demyelinating lesion) and subependymal regions (C, non-lesion area) appear as amorphous pink structures by haematoxylin and eosin stain-
ing (H&E). (A0–C0) Magnified images of the framed regions (A–C) show highly eosinophilic homogeneous intracellular inclusions characteristic of RFs
(arrows). RFs are most abundant in astrocytic processes (D, arrow), but some are seen in cell bodies (E, arrow). (F) The column schematic figures illus-
trate that most RFs are in white matter. (G) RF density relative to anatomical distribution. (H) Forty-five per cent of analysed CNS tissue blocks show
RFs, predominantly in low density. (I) RF density relative to demyelinating activity. (J) Most RFs are in regions lacking complement membrane attack
complex (C9neo) deposits. (K) RFs tended to occur in the highest density in regions with more severe astrogliosis. Scale bars = 100 mm (A–C) and
20 mm (A0–C0, D and E). Active = active demyelination; Inactive = inactive demyelination; NAGM = normal-appearing grey matter; NAWM = normal-
appearing white matter; PPWM = periplaque white matter; RM = remyelination; WM = white matter.
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matter surrounding the lesion. The intensity of AQP4 mRNA sig-
nals in astrocytes lacking AQP4 protein indicated that AQP4 loss in
NMO lesions is not due to gene downregulation, but is consistent

with NMO-IgG-induced internalization and degradation of AQP4
antigen and compensatory AQP4 synthesis, as has been demon-
strated in vitro.20,21

Figure 2 Characteristics of Rosenthal fibres in NMO. The interpeduncular region of this patient’s brain shows (A) highly eosinophilic RFs (framed, H&E
staining) and (B) intense GFAP immunoreactivity. High-power views (C and D) of (A) framed region reveal prominent gliosis and RFs (arrowheads). (E and
I) GFAP stained optic tract in consecutive sections indicate RFs have variable GFAP-positivity (arrowheads, I). (F) Adjacent globus pallidus in the same tis-
sue block (framed in B) shows relatively unremarkable astrocytes. (G) LFB/PAS shows preservation of myelin (blue) in a region containing RFs; the purple-
pink granules in PAS-positive macrophages (arrowheads) suggest myelin degradation from a previous pathological event. (H) Immunostaining reveals
the a-B-crystallin-positivity characteristic of RFs. Note the greater immunoreactivity at the periphery of the Rosenthal fibre structure in magnified image
(inset). (J) AQP4 immunoreactivity is increased in this region. Rosenthal fibres are present in both demyelinating lesions and normal-appearing white
matter: (K) White matter is rarefied in early active demyelinating lesion (H&E staining); (L) myelin loss is indicated by paucity of myelin MAG immunor-
eactivity in this area. (M) High magnification of the framed region in (A) shows RF accumulation (arrows) in this macrophage-enriched lesion. (N) High-
power view of the MAG-stained lesion reveals myelin debris within macrophages, consistent with early active demyelinating activity.15 (O) and higher
power image (Q) show RF deposition (arrow) in normal-appearing white matter. (P and R) Preserved PLP immunoreactivity in myelinated structures in
the same region. Scale bars = 200 mm (A, B, K and L), 20 mm (D, G, H, I, M, N, Q and R) and 50 mm (C, E, J, O and P).
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Evidence for widespread extra-lesional astrocytic
reactivity
Normal-appearing grey and white matter without AQP4
loss

To determine whether the astrocytic changes that we observe in
NMO require antibody-mediated AQP4 loss, we analysed the cor-
relation of astrocytopathic changes to deposition of complement
products and more advanced pathological features. We found that

astrocytopathic changes extended beyond lesioned tissues.
Evidence of reactive astrogliosis or Rosenthal fibres was detected
in normal-appearing parenchyma that lacked demyelination,
AQP4 loss, or complement deposition (Fig. 2O–R).

Discussion
This focused study of NMO pathology concentrates on the distribu-
tion and type of individual astrocytic morphologies, their

Figure 3 Interaction between reactive astrocytes and plasma cells in the NMO lesion. (A) White matter lesion with prominent tissue vacuolization in
a patient’s spinal cord (H&E stain). (B) Higher magnification view of A reveals infiltrating eosinophils (arrowheads, enlarged in the inset) and a neutro-
phil (arrow). (C) A high-power view of a different region of A shows prominent infiltration by plasma cells (arrows, enlarged in the inset), characterized
by an eccentric nucleus with typical cartwheel arrangement of heterochromatin. (D) CD68 highlights prominent microglial reaction and macrophage
infiltration. (E) LFB/PAS staining reveals partial loss of myelin (blue). (F) High-power view shows macrophages with intracellular LFB positive debris,
consistent with active demyelination (arrowheads). A binucleated plasma cell in this NMO lesion (arrow) illustrates the variable plasma cell compo-
nent. (G) Foci of reduced MOG immunoreactivity indicate myelin loss. (H) High-power view of MOG immunoreactivity reveals myelin debris within
macrophages (arrowhead, inset), indicating early active demyelinating activity. (I) This area is completely lacking AQP4 immunoreactivity. (J) GFAP
staining reveals the few remaining immunoreactive astrocytes in this early active demyelinating lesion are ‘dystrophic’ (arrowheads). (K–M) Of note,
high-power view of the GFAP stained lesion shows plasma cells (arrowheads) within astrocytes (emperipolesis). The clear profiles of plasma cells and
astrocytes, as well as the space between the plasma cell and astrocytic cytoplasm, are consistent with intact plasma membranes of both cell types.
Scale bars = 50 mm (A, D, E, G, H, I and J) and 20 mm (B, C, F, H and K).
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Rosenthal fibre content, AQP4 mRNA transcripts, interacting im-
mune cells and associations with demyelinating activity. The
observations we made in autopsied human CNS tissues demon-
strate that (i) NMO is a global astrocytopathy with a wide spectrum
of manifestations, ranging from sublytic to lytic; (ii) ‘dystrophic’
morphology, prominent cytoplasmic vacuolation, lysis and
Rosenthal fibre deposition are degenerative accompaniments; (iii)
emperipolesis of invading leukocytes (plasma cells and neutro-
phils) is a newly recognized astrocytic reaction to immune attack;
and (iv) astrocyte reactivity in NMO does not necessarily require
direct binding of IgG at the individual cell level; it is also observed
in non-lesional areas that retain AQP4 protein.

Pathological studies that have focused on cytolytic mecha-
nisms in NMO have underappreciated sublytic astrocytic reactions.
Such reactions plausibly reflect the complex pathophysiological
events that underlie observed morphological and functional
changes, such as metabolic perturbation and cytokine and chemo-
kine release.22–27 Studies of astrogliosis have emphasized hyper-
trophy and gain of physiological functions, but have largely
neglected astrocytic degeneration. The basis of the dystrophic
morphology and extreme cytoplasmic vacuolation of astrocytes
that we have documented in NMO remains to be explained.

Previous reports have correlated astrocytic process fragmentation
and cytoplasmic vacuolation with degeneration.28–30 The fre-
quency with which we observed astrocytic degeneration in NMO
pathology is greater than we have observed in other CNS demyeli-
nating diseases, including multiple sclerosis. However, astrocytic
degenerative changes, in some cases supported by upregulation of
cell death markers,31 are not confined to NMO, and have been cor-
related with disease process severity.28 For example, astrocytic
process fragmentation is described in chronic traumatic encephal-
opathy and, in the osmotic demyelination syndrome, astrocytic
degeneration in regions prone to demyelination is manifest as
clasmatodendrosis, intracellular aggregates, organelle swelling,
aquaporin dysregulation and loss of gap junctions.29,31,32

Takai and colleagues33 recently reported the stages of astrocyt-
opathy observed in a Japanese NMO population with respect to
AQP4 loss, inflammatory cell infiltration, complement deposition
and demyelination activity. The authors proposed the concept of
‘astrocyte dystrophy’ in NMO, and recommended staging of NMO
pathology on the basis of astrocytic changes.33

Our study complements that of Takai et al.33 in addressing the
topic of astrocytopathy histopathologically in NMO targeting
AQP4. Both studies reveal extensive astrocytic pathologies

Figure 4 Interaction between reactive astrocytes and neutrophils in the early active NMO lesion. (A) Tissue vacuolation, perivascular exudation and
hypercellularity are evident in this patient’s spinal cord white matter (H&E stain). (B) High-power view reveals infiltrating perivascular and parenchy-
mal (arrowheads) neutrophils. (C) GFAP-immunoreactive astrocytes are rare in the consecutive section, and some have dystrophic morphology
(arrowheads). (D and E) High-magnification images show emperipolesis of neutrophils (characteristic multilobulated nuclei) within GFAP-positive
astrocytes. (F) AQP4 immunoreactivity is lost in this lesion. (G) MOG immunostain reveals beading and broken myelin fragments. (H) High-power
view reveals MOG-laden macrophages (arrowheads), compatible with early active demyelination. (I) Complement C9neo immunoreactivity (pink)
reveals complement membrane attack complex deposited in a vasculocentric rosette pattern, a characteristic feature of NMO pathology. Scale bars =
100 mm (A, C, F, G and I) and 20 mm (B, D, E and H).
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encompassing a wide morphological spectrum in NMO lesions at
different stages. The study of Takai et al.33 provided quantitative
data concerning inflammatory infiltration, complement activation
and axonal injury, while our study extended the characterization
of sublytic astrocytopathy to reveal Rosenthal fibre accumulation,
emperipolesis of leukocytes, astrocytic reaction extending beyond
regions that exhibit AQP4 loss and deposited complement mem-
brane attack products, and upregulation of AQP4 mRNA in regions
of AQP4 protein loss. The results from both studies indicate that
astrocytes exhibiting diverse morphologies are a central feature of
NMO pathology. However, our interpretation of the results differs
somewhat. Takai and colleagues33 suggested a chronological pro-
gression between the stages of astrocytopathy and other CNS
pathological changes. Our interpretation is less conventional on
this point (Fig. 6). We agree that the staging of astrocytopathy may
facilitate interpretation of astrocyte fate at the single-cell level in
terms of evaluating the disease evolution driven by pathogenic
AQP4 IgG. However, at the tissue level, the contributions of react-
ive astrocytes, other resident CNS cells and infiltrating immune

cells act independently and in concert, both through comple-
ment signalling, cell–cell contact and through indirect
interaction via cytokines, chemokines and gap junction commu-
nication through the astrocytic syncytium. Secreted pro-inflam-
matory and anti-inflammatory/reparative mediators, both
humoral and extracellular-vesicle-borne cargos,36 all determine
the histopathological and functional outcome. These interac-
tions may alter or obscure the chronological order of astrocyto-
pathic progression and reverse pathological transitions. Caution
is therefore warranted in judging lesional age per se solely based
on astrocyte morphology. Nevertheless, despite differences in in-
terpretation, our observations and those of Takai and col-
leagues33 offer complementary evidence of diversity in the
spectrum of astrocytic responses and phenotypes within and
around NMO lesions. Beyond the binary phenotype implied by
astrocyte lysis, the emerging spectrum of sublytic changes
reflects ongoing physiological and pathophysiological responses
of astrocytes within normal-appearing CNS parenchyma and
within acute and chronic lesions.

Figure 5 AQP4 mRNA transcripts revealed by in situ hybridization in astrocytes devoid of AQP4 protein in a non-demyelinated lesion of NMO patient’s
spinal cord. (A) LFB/PAS stain shows demyelinating lesions in both the dorsal and lateral spinal cord. (B) CD68 immunohistochemistry reveals exten-
sive macrophage infiltration/microglial activation. (C) Loss of AQP4 immunoreactivity in demyelinating lesions. In a focal area of the ventral spinal
cord (arrows in A and C), myelin is preserved despite loss of AQP4. (D) In situ hybridization targeting AQP4 mRNA indicates AQP4 gene transcripts
(purple-blue colour) in both demyelinating and non-demyelinated lesions exhibiting AQP4 loss, by comparison with regions retaining AQP4 protein.
(E) Specificity of the hybridization signal was demonstrated by applying the sense probe to normal human cerebellar tissue (very weak signal), while
the antisense probe (F) shows a strong signal in the grey matter. (G and H) Magnified view of the framed region in (D) reveals AQP4 mRNA within
hypertrophic reactive astrocytes (arrows). (I) Magnified view of AQP4 immunoreactivity in the same region of (H) shows AQP4 protein lost from the
hypertrophic reactive astrocytes (arrows). (J) Dual-labelling of normal control spinal cord tissue identifies the AQP4 mRNA-positive cells (purple-blue
hybridization signal) as GFAP-positive astrocytes (brown immunostained product, arrows). Scale bars = 20 mm (H and I) and 50 mm (G and J).
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Reduction of AQP4 immunoreactivity in morphologically pre-
served astrocytes is consistent with antigenic modulation, a pro-
cess that involves IgG-induced cross-linking and clearance of cell
surface AQP4 protein (and its coupled glutamate transporter,
EAAT2) via endocytosis and degradation.23 This in vitro-demon-
strated mechanism is evidenced in the CNS pathology of NMO by
the immunohistopathological observation of AQP4 ‘internalized’
in astrocytes (increased cytoplasmic AQP4 immunoreactivity, with
decreased plasma membrane AQP41).21 The present study’s dem-
onstration that reactive astrocytes in NMO exhibit robust AQP4
mRNA transcripts indicate that (i) astrocytes lacking surface AQP4
protein are ‘alive’; (ii) AQP4 protein loss is not due to AQP4 gene
downregulation; and (iii) astrocytes attempt to compensate for
surface protein loss and restore physiological function by continu-
ing to synthesize AQP4. Endocytosis of AQP4 induced by IgG cross-
linking may contribute to some of the astrocytic morphological
changes observed in NMO. Cytoplasmic vacuolation, for example,
might reflect vesicular exocytosis/endocytosis, phagocytosis or a
step in the cell’s degeneration. Integration of newly synthesized

AQP4 into the astrocytic plasma membrane requires spatiotempo-
ral regulation of vesicle trafficking.37–40 The trafficking of AQP4-
bearing vesicles increases under conditions of activation or oe-
dema.38 Astrocytes also can engage in phagocytic activity.41

Experimentally induced lack of MLC1, a normally abundant astro-
cytic protein that associates with several astrocytic membrane
proteins, causes cytoplasmic vacuolation and membrane ruf-
fling.42,43 MLC1 co-localizes with AQP4 in processes at blood–brain

44,45

Our histopathological findings indicate a robust astrocytic
stress response involving regions of normal-appearing white mat-
ter tissue, i.e. lacking evidence of myelin loss or complement-
mediated destruction. Early development of a pronounced astro-
cytic morphological response before evident ‘lesion’ formation
may be a hallmark of primary astrocytopathy. Despite having dis-
tinctly different aetiologies, both NMO and Alexander disease
(caused by GFAP gene mutation) exhibit early formation of

Figure 6 Proposed pathways to astrocytopathy in NMO from observations of human immunohistopathology, and in vitro and in vivo effects of AQP4-
IgG on live glial cells. (1) Binding of pathogenic IgG to AQP4 on the astrocytic membrane initiates (2a) Astrocytic activation and (2b) internalization of
AQP4 and coupled glutamate transporters.34 Astrocytic activation leads to production/release of complement C3 and cytokines (CK) and (3) secondary
activation of microglia11 leading to C1q production/release. (4) Ensuing myeloid cell chemotaxis and enhanced endothelial tight junction permeabil-
ity amplify IgG influx and enable influx of C1–C9 and rheumatoid factor-like IgM, thus initiating/amplifying (5) complement-mediated astrocytic lysis
and (6) antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity. Sequelae of NFjB activation include astrocytic hypertrophy (GFAP upregulation)35 and surface
AQP4 replenishment. The latter would enable repeated IgG binding and lytic and non-lytic sequelae, including astrocytic dystrophy and signalling to
progenitors and remote astrocytes via gap junctions, cytokines and extracellular vesicles (EVs). Demyelination in NMO is plausibly attributable to a
cascade of toxic bystander effects mediated by extracellular glutamate accumulation, the cytokine milieu and oxidative stress with secondary oligo-
dendrocyte damage. Accumulation of GFAP protein and other stress proteins during the astrocytic reactions would favour Rosenthal fibre formation.
The emperipolesis of infiltrating polymorphonuclear and plasma cells by activated astrocytes may serve to limit the immune attack. Proliferation
and differentiation of neural progenitor cells would compensate for astrocytes lost in cytolytic lesions.
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and CSF-brain barriers. Thus IgG-induced internalization of
AQP4 protein might affect MLC1 homeostasis and cytoplasmic
vesicle composition.



Rosenthal fibres with demyelination as secondary outcome. In
both diseases, the density of cytoplasmic Rosenthal fibres corre-
lates with the severity of astrogliosis.46 Early mortality commonly
occurs in Alexander disease, and is indicative of a severe outcome
from astrocyte dysfunction.47 Some features of the Rosenthal
fibres we observed appear to be distinctive for NMO pathology, as
they are present in all lesion stages as well as in normal-appearing
white matter, i.e. extending beyond the classic lesions character-
ized by AQP4 loss, demyelination or complement deposition.13,17,48

The large numbers of Rosenthal fibres in demyelinating lesions
contrasted with their sparse scattering in non-demyelinated areas.
Rosenthal fibre formation is thought to result from aberrant inter-
mediate filament assembly or protein degradation. GFAP overex-
pression in transgenic mice causes fatal encephalopathy.49,50 The
basis of Rosenthal fibre accumulation in NMO remains to be deter-
mined. Perhaps the binding of IgG to AQP4 at the astrocytic foot
process initiates an astrocytic stress response (Fig. 6), by upregu-
lating GFAP synthesis beyond the astrocyte’s catabolic capacity.

Rosenthal fibres and hypertrophic gliosis occurring in non-
lesional areas retaining AQP4 immunoreactivity suggest that the
astrocytic stress response in NMO does not require binding of IgG
to the individual astrocyte. Cell–cell cross-talk between IgG-bound
and non-IgG-bound astrocytes may be responsible, either through
the astroglial syncytium, or via cytokines secreted from IgG-acti-
vated astrocytes, or secondarily activated microglia or infiltrating
peripheral immune cells.24,27 We previously showed that mixed
cultures of astrocytes and microglia produce and release multiple
cytokines via an NFjB-dependent pathway induced by NMO
patients’ serum or purified IgG.24,27 Since NFjB is a primary driver
and regulator of both inflammatory and stress responses, the
pathological hallmarks of stress that we describe in NMO tissue
may derive from a therapeutically tractable upstream signalling
event. The abundance of AQP4 mRNA detected in hypertrophic
GFAP-positive astrocytes in demyelinated as well as non-demyeli-
nated regions may also be driven by NFjB, which regulates both
AQP4 and GFAP expression.35 Our earlier finding that inflamma-
tory cytokine production induced by applying NMO patients’ IgG to
mixed glial cultures involves immunoproteasome activation is
consistent with a model in which the binding of IgG skews astro-

stress, heat shock protein activation and Rosenthal fibre
formation.51

Emperipolesis is a special cell-to-cell interaction in which a
host cell engulfs intact host cells. It is a well-documented physio-
logical phenomenon in haematopoietic cells,52 and is also
observed in pathological conditions, such as Rosai–Dorfman dis-
ease, autoimmune haemolytic anaemia, multiple myeloma,
neuroblastoma and Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease.53 Astrocyte engulf-
ment of oligodendrocytes and lymphocytes has been described in
multiple sclerosis, Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease and some astrocytic
neoplasms.52,54,55 The mechanism and biological significance are
unknown. Astrocytic emperipolesis of plasma cells and neutro-
phils has not previously been reported. It may be a protective
mechanism restricting the activity and migration of CNS-infiltrat-
ing immune cells.56

The immunopathological findings we report here have signifi-
cant implications for patients with NMO. Expert opinion in the
past decade has emphasized the importance of attack prevention
in patient management. However, the concept that all NMO dis-
ability is attack-related may be incorrect. The newly recognized
spectrum of astrocytopathy supports the concept of attack-inde-
pendent structural changes in evolving NMO pathology.57,58 The
disability measures used in recently reported phase 3 trials have
focused on ambulation (i.e. EDSS, Hauser ambulation index), vision
(e.g. visual-analogue scale), pain (visual-analogue scale score for

pain), fatigue (Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-
Fatigue) and quality of life (SF-36 and EQ-5D-3L).59–63 Although
these trials demonstrated stability or improvements in such meas-
ures over the randomized controlled periods, with persistence of
benefit during the open label extension periods, the studies were
not designed to monitor subtle or even large changes in cognition
or psychological disorders such as depression and anxiety.

Depression is significantly greater in NMO patients than in
healthy subjects and MS controls64–67; anxiety also is reported to
influence the quality of life in NMO.68,69 The multifactorial aeti-
ology of these behavioural manifestations complicates assigning
cause. Chronic disease itself associates with psychological disor-
ders. On the other hand, despite the fact that NMO compared to
MS is generally regarded as a disease with less brain involvement,
cognitive impairment is common in NMO, which can itself cause
psychological disorders. This study provides a pathological ex-
planation for a more diffuse CNS injury beyond the optic nerve
and spinal cord that could drive a recently proposed ‘smouldering’
(subclinical) disease process independent of clinical attacks, to
account for neuropsychological symptoms, including cognitive
impairment. Inter-attack deterioration has been attributed to anti-
body-mediated perturbation of AQP4 that plays an important role
in regulating long-term synaptic plasticity.70 AQP4-null mice ap-
pear normal neurologically but, unlike wild-type mice, their motor
performance does not improve with Rotarod training.11 Richard et
al.71 reported altered expression and function of astrocytic connex-
ins after application of NMO-IgG. As components of tripartite CNS
synapses, and the anatomical basis of the connexin-sustained
astroglial syncytium that regulates the flow of water and small
molecules throughout the CNS, astrocytes are crucial for synaptic
plasticity and cognitive function. Richard et al. proposed astrocyte
dysfunction as a contributor to cognitive impairments in NMO
patients with cortical lesions characterized by neuronal loss with-
out demyelination, in consideration of their decreased AQP4 ex-
pression without astrocyte loss.72 The diffuse astrocytopathy we
report here in NMO CNS tissues may similarly explain the frequent
neuropsychological symptoms and signs encountered in NMO
patients.

Limitations of our study include lack of serological data for
some archival pathological samples. NMO diagnosis in those cases
was based on clinical history, imaging and NMO-compatible
pathological findings. The patients’ unknowable serum AQP4-IgG
status may affect the findings by introducing heterogeneity. In
addition, our observations are limited to a specific NMO cohort;
the specificity of the changes we observed will require further test-
ing in a large group of neurological disease controls. Finally, our
histopathological studies may overlook the very earliest stages of
lesion formation. Confirmation of our interpretations awaits fu-
ture experimental studies using in vivo imaging approaches.

Conclusions
Detailed neuropathological study of patients’ tissues demonstrates
that NMO targeting the AQP4 water channel is a global astrocytop-
athy not simply definable by demyelination and astrocytic lysis.
The observed astrocytic reactions are not solely dependent on IgG-
mediated AQP4 loss or lysis by complement or by IgG-dependent
leukocyte mediators. The diverse severity and complexity of
changes suggest that autoimmune astrocytopathy is an evolving
degenerative process. ‘Dystrophic’ astrocytic morphology, Rosenthal
fibres and prominent cytoplasmic vacuolation indicate degener-
ation. The sublytic astrocytic reaction is an important determinant
of the lesion’s evolution and potential for repair. Pharmacologically
manipulating the astrocytic stress response may serve as a new av-
enue for therapeutic intervention in NMO.
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